Meeting Rules of Stockholders for
Far Eastern New Century Corporation (The “Company”)
As last amended on June 30, 2022

Article 1

The stockholders’ meeting of the Company shall be held according to the rules
herein.

Article 2

The location for stockholders’ meeting shall be the Company’s place of
business or a place convenient for attendance by stockholders (or by proxies)
that is suitable to holding of this meeting. The meeting shall be held between
9:00AM and 3:00PM.
Changes to the forms of how the Company convenes shareholders’ meetings
shall be resolved by resolutions of the board of directors, and shall be made
no later than the mailing of the shareholders’ meeting notices.
The meeting notice of the shareholders’ meeting shall state the registration
time, location and other important information. The aforesaid registration time
shall start at least thirty minutes before the beginning of the meeting. The
registration desk shall be featured with clear instructions and competent
staffs. For virtual shareholders’ meetings, shareholders may begin to register
on the virtual meeting platform 30 minutes prior to the starting time.
Shareholders who complete the registration process will be deemed to attend
the shareholders’ meeting in person.
When convening stockholders’ meeting, the Company shall incorporate
electronic vote casting as one of the alternative ways to cast the vote, and the
procedure of electronic casting shall be written in the notice of stockholders’
meeting. Shareholders who vote via electronic casting is deemed as
presented in person. Shareholders who have already exercised their voting
rights by paper correspondence or electronic means and still attended the
shareholders’ meetings physically or registered to attend the shareholders’
meeting online without withdrawing the former declaration of such intent of
voting, in such case, except for exercising voting rights on extemporary
motions, they shall not exercise voting rights on the original proposals or make
any amendment to the original proposals or exercise voting rights on
amendments to the original proposals.
Shareholders (or by proxies) attending the Meeting shall have attendance
card, sign-in card or other certificate of attendance issued by the Company.
The proxy solicitor shall provide ID document for verification purpose. The
stockholders (or by proxies) when attending the meeting shall hand in signed
attendance form.
Number of stockholders in attendance shall be calculated based on the
number of attending shares, which equals to the sum of number of shares
shown on the signed attended forms, and the shares that checked in on the

virtual meeting platform, and the number of voting shares via electronic
casting.
The Company may appoint lawyers, accountants or related personnel to
attend the stockholders’ meeting.
The personnel in charge of handling the affaires of the meeting shall wear
identification badge or armband.
For a stockholders’ meeting convened by the board of directors, the chairman
of the board of directors shall preside at the meeting. If the chairman of the
board of directors is on leave or unable to exert the rights, the vice-chairman
of the board of directors shall preside instead. If the position of vice-chairman
is vacant or the vice-chairman is on leave or unable to exert the rights, the
chairman of the board of directors shall designate a director to preside at the
meeting. If no director is so designated, the chairman of the meeting shall be
elected by the board of directors from among themselves. If a director
presides at the meeting including the representative of an institutional director,
shall be appointed at least 6 months and familiar with the financial
performance and operations of the Company. For a stockholders’ meeting
convened by any other person having the convening right, he/she shall act as
the chairman of that meeting; if there are two or more persons having the
convening right, the chairman of the meeting shall be elected from among
themselves.
The complete processes of the meeting shall be recorded by voice and video
recorders and all the records shall be kept by the Company for a minimum
period of at least one year. If a shareholder files a lawsuit pursuant to Article
189 of the Company Act, the video and audio records shall be retained until
the conclusion of the litigation. When a virtual shareholders’ meeting has
convened, the Company shall make continuous and uninterrupted audio and
video recordings throughout the entire meeting and shall properly preserve
the relevant records and audio and video recordings during the entirety of the
Company’s existence.
Article 3

The chairperson shall announce starting of the meeting when the attending
stockholders (or proxies) represent more than half of the total shares issued
in public. The chairperson may announce postponement of meeting if the legal
quorum is not present after the designated meeting time. Such postponement
is limited to two times and the aggregated postponed time shall not exceed
one hour. If quorum is still not present after two postponements but the
attending stockholders (or proxies) represent more than one third of the total
shares issued in public, tentative resolution/s may be passed with respect to
ordinary resolution/s by a majority of those present.
After proceeding with the aforesaid tentative resolutions, the chairperson may
put the tentative resolutions for re-voting over the meeting if and when the
shares represented by the attending stockholders (or proxies) reached the
legal quorum.

Article 4

If the stockholders’ meeting is convened by the board of directors, the agenda

shall be designated by the board of directors. The meeting shall proceed in
accordance with the designated agenda and shall not be amended without
resolutions.
If the meeting is convened by person, other than the board of directors, having
the convening right, the provision set out in the preceding paragraph shall
apply mutatis mutandis.
Except with stockholders’ resolution, the chairperson shall not declare
adjournment of the meeting before the first two matters set out in the agendas
(including extemporary motions) are concluded. During the meeting, if the
chairperson declares adjournment of the meeting in violation of the preceding
rule, a new chairperson may be elected by a resolution passed by majority of
the attending stockholders to continue the meeting.
When the meeting is adjourned by resolution, the stockholders shall not elect
another chairperson to continue the meeting at the same location or another
venue.
Article 5

The stockholders (or proxies) shall complete statement slip setting out the
number of his/her attendance card, name and statement brief before
speaking, and the chairperson will designate the order in which each person
is to speak during the session.
No statement will be considered to have been made if the stockholder (or
proxies) merely completes the statement slip without speaking at the meeting.
If there are any discrepancies between the content of the statement slip and
the speech made, the statement to be adopted shall be the statement
confirmed.

Article 6

Any proposal for the agendas shall be submitted in written form. Except for
the proposals set out in the agenda, any proposal by the stockholders (or
proxies) to amend, substitute or to initiate extemporary motions with respect
to the original proposal shall be seconded by other stockholders (or proxies).
The same rule shall apply to any proposal to amend the agenda and motion
to adjourn the meeting. The shares represented by the proponents and the
seconders shall reach 100,000.

Article 7

The explanation of proposal shall be limited to 5 minutes. The statement of
inquiry and reply shall be limited to 3 minutes per person. The time may be
extended for 3 minutes with the chairperson’s permission.
The chairperson may restrain stockholders (or proxies) from speaking if that
stockholders (or proxies) speak overtime, speak beyond the allowed
frequency or content of the speech is beyond the scope of the proposal. When
a stockholder (or proxy) is speaking, other stockholder (or proxy) shall not
interrupt without consent of the chairperson and the speaking stockholder (or
proxy). Any disobedient of the preceding rule shall be prohibited by the
chairperson. Article 15 of this meeting rule shall apply if the disobedient do
not follow the chairperson’s instructions.

Article 8

For the same proposal, each person shall not speak more than 2 times.
When a juristic person is a stockholder, only one representative shall be
appointed to attend the meeting.
If more than two representatives were appointed to attend the meeting, only
one representative is allowed to speak.

Article 8-1

When a virtual shareholders’ meeting has convened, shareholders who attend
the meeting online may raise their questions in text form on the virtual meeting
platform right from the moment when the chairman declares the meeting has
convened until the moment when the meeting is being declared adjourned.
No more than two questions for the same proposal may be raised. Each
question shall contain no more than 200 words. The provisions of the Articles
5,7,8 shall not be applied herein.

Article 9

After speaking by the attending stockholder (or proxy), the chairperson may
reply in person or assign relevant officer to reply.
Over the proposal discussion, the chairperson may conclude the discussion
in a timely manner and where necessary announce discussion is closed.

Article 10

For proposal in which discussion has been concluded or closed, the
chairperson shall submit it for voting.
No discussion or voting shall proceed for matters unrelated to the proposal.
The personnel responsible for overseeing and counting of the votes for
resolutions shall be appointed by the chairperson. The person responsible for
vote overseeing shall be of the stockholder status.

Article 11

When a virtual shareholders’ meeting has convened, shareholders who attend
the meeting online may cast their votes on various proposals and elections
via the virtual meeting platform after the chairman declares the meeting has
now convened and shall complete the casting prior to the moment when the
chairman declares the closing of the voting session or otherwise shall be
deemed to abstain from voting.
In regard to the resolution of proposals, unless otherwise provided for in the
relevant law and regulation or Company’s articles of incorporation, resolution
shall be passed by a majority of the voting rights represented by the
stockholders (or proxies) attending the meeting.
Votes on all proposals and elections shall be conducted by one-time voting
and shall be counted as one-time vote right after the chairman declares the
closing of the voting session.
If there are amendments or substitute proposals for the same proposal, the
sequence of which to be put to vote shall be decided by the chairperson. If
one of the two proposals has been approved, the other shall be deemed

rejected without requirement to put it to vote.
The results of voting and election shall be announced after the vote calculation
on the spot and kept for records.
After a virtual shareholders’ meeting has convened, the Company shall
disclose the voting results of each proposal and the results of each election
promptly on the virtual meeting platform right after the closing of the voting
session to accord with the regulations. The Company shall disclose the
information hereinabove continuously for at least 15 minutes on the virtual
meeting platform after the chairman declares the meeting is adjourned.
Article 12

During the meeting, the chairperson may at his/her discretion declare time for
break.

Article 13

After a virtual shareholders meeting has convened, the chairman shall declare
the opening of the meeting and, at the same time, declare that, unless the
meeting does not need to be postponed or resumed under the laws, if there
are factors as to natural disasters, accidents or other force majeure events
which have led the operation of the virtual meeting platform or the participation
via virtual meetings to be obstructed for more than 30 minutes, the
shareholders’ meeting shall be postponed or resumed within five days, and
the chairman shall also declare the date on which the shareholders’ meeting
to be postponed or resumed.
If encountering force majeure during the meeting, the chairperson may
suspend the meeting and will announce the time to resume the meeting.

Article 14

The chairperson may maintain the meeting order by instructing the security
guards. The security guards shall wear the armband for identification when
helping maintaining the venue order.

Article 15

The stockholders (or proxies) shall obey the instructions of the chairperson
and security guards in terms of maintaining the order. The chairperson or
security guards may exclude the persons disturbing the stockholders’ meeting
from the meeting.

Article 16

For matters not governed by the rules specified herein, shall be governed
according to Company Act, Stock Exchange Law and the other related laws
and regulations.

Article 17

The rules herein take effect after approval at the stockholders’ meeting, the
same apply for any amendments.

*In case of any discrepancy between this English translation and the Chinese text of this
document, the Chinese text shall prevail.

